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Beetle may be added to endangered list 
 

Smoke Tree Ranch area in Palm Springs is only place bug still roams 
 
Keith Matheny 
The Desert Sun  

A rare, reclusive beetle that loves the Palm Springs nightlife soon could be federally protected. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on Wednesday announced a proposal to list Casey's June beetle 
as an endangered species. 

The proposal would designate as protected, critical habitat the only place left where the beetle is 
known to still roam — nearly 800 acres of the Palm Canyon Wash near Smoke Tree Ranch off East 
Palm Canyon Drive. 

Ileene Anderson, a biologist with the Center for Biological Diversity, called endangered species 
protection for the beetle “long overdue.” 

“This is just a piece of our California natural heritage,” she said. “This bug isn't found anyplace else 
on the planet. I think we have a moral obligation to try to keep these critters around.” 

While environmentalists applauded the proposal, it could create new hurdles for developers — and a 
clash with the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, which owns nearly half of the land involved. 

“There are no Casey's June beetles on the reservation that we are aware of,” tribal press secretary 
Nancy Conrad said. “At this point, we're just determining how best to respond.” 

It once lived throughout much of the Coachella Valley and in areas of Los Angeles County. 

Habitat loss through development has shrunk its range to several fragmented portions of the Palm 
Canyon Wash. The Casey's June beetle lives most of its life underground, emerging for just a few 
weeks in the spring to mate. 

Males fly swiftly over the ground about one hour before dusk to shortly after dark, searching for 
ground-bound females for mating. 

The paving and sodding over of its habitat isn't the beetle's only challenge from development. Artificial 
outdoor lights confuse the males and hinder the mating process, according to scientists. The beetles 
also frequently end up trapped in swimming pools. 

Casey's June beetle has long been recognized as scarce. The Center for Biological Diversity, Sierra 
Club and an entomologist filed an emergency petition and lawsuit against the Fish and Wildlife 
Service to get endangered species status for the beetle in May 2004. 

But the beetle has languished on a list of candidates for federal endangered species protection since 
2007. It is also not included in the regional Multiple Species Habitat Conservation Plan, nor in the 
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Agua Calientes' conservation plan. 

Palm Springs City Manager David Ready hadn't heard about the new designation on Wednesday. 

“How does that interact with the multi-species habitat conservation plan? There's a lot of moving parts 
that I need to get a handle on,” he said. 

“All of these regulations do affect the city on several levels. Our role is to sort through the details and 
make sure the (city) council understands the impacts of these policies, what it is bound to do and not 
do.” 

The creation of protected critical habitat for the beetle on 777 acres of mostly private land is not a 
development-killer, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service spokeswoman Stephanie Weagley said. 

“It does not stop development, but there have to be special efforts made to protect those important 
characteristics of critical habitat, and special habitat management considerations,” she said. 

A 60-day public comment period on the proposal expires Sept. 8. 

The Casey's June beetle serves as a bellwether for the overall ecology, Anderson said.“How many 
species can we let go extinct before it all falls down for every species, including humans?” she said. 

Additional Facts 
Casey's June beetle 

The dusty brown or whitish beetle is less than an inch long, with brown and cream stripes down its 
back. It was once found throughout the valley, but development has shrunk its range to several 
fragmented portions of the Palm Canyon Wash. 
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